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Fee Schedule 
and 

Vacation Schedule 
 

Disregard all previous notices: Update 01-01-15 
 

The following are monthly rates: 

 

½ Hour $39.13 X 46 = $1800 / 12 = $150.00 
¾ Hour $52.17 X 46 = $2400 / 12 = $200.00 

1 Hour $65.22  X 46 = $3000 / 12 = $250.00 

 

As usual this is for 46 lessons over the course of a year divided by 12 to prorate the fee. Payment is due at the first 

lesson of the month. Any conflicts with my Symphony Schedule will be deducted in advance at the beginning of the 

Month. Any payments made after the 8th will be subject to a $25 late fee. You may now pay online at 

StringsUnlimited.net. Please note that there is a small fee assessed to cover your credit card transaction.  

 

Included in these rates are some vacation times for me. These times will be:  

 

The last two weeks of December  

Thanksgiving  

Spring break  

And Two weeks During the Summer TBA  

 

I require at least 48 hours of notice for a cancellation except in the case of emergency or illness. Otherwise you will 

be charged for the class time. If I have to miss I will offer a makeup time or deduct the lesson from the next months 

bill.  
 

If you are going to discontinue Please allow One month notice. Once I give an invoice I will consider you are 

agreed to pay for the following months tuition.  

 

Please remember the Summer lesson policy:  

 

I will provide the Summer lesson sign up sheet before the end of School. You should line out every lesson that you 

may be on vacation and for every lesson that you line out you must fill in another time. This ensures that you will 

receive all of your lesson times for the Summer. As in Summers past you should pay for all of your lessons in the 

Summer to ensure your lesson time for the Fall semester. Students that discontinue and restart will be subject to a 

reinstatement fee.  

 
Sincerely,  
 
Victor C. Rupert C.M.  

 

Students Name:___________________________ Parents Signature:___________________________________ 


